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Near-infrared intersubband transitions in InGaAs–AlAs–InAlAs
double quantum wells
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Intersubband optical transitions at short wavelengths in strain-compensated In0.70Ga0.30As—AlAs
double quantum wells are investigated by means of mid-infrared absorption. Trade-offs between
achieving a high transition energy and a large oscillator strength of the two highest-energy
intersubband transitions using our strain-compensation approach are analyzed as a function of the
widths of the two wells. Two design strategies leading to relatively strong intersubband optical
transitions at 800 meV, 1.55mm, are described and the corresponding structures grown using
gas-source molecular-beam epitaxy ons001dInP are investigated. The strongest intersubband
transitions obtained experimentally are generally between 300 and 600 meV, 2–4mm. Significant
oscillator strength, however, also extends out to 800 meV, 1.55mm. © 2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1931037g
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical devices based on intersubband transitions ar
pecially well suited for many applications in the mid-infra
to far infrared spectral regions due to their high degre
flexibility in design and operational wavelength and th
intrinsically ultrashort transition times. Examples include
tersubband lasers modulated up to 10 GHz,1,2 ultra fast inter
subband photodetectors,3–5 and optical switches.6 One attrac
tive application area in ultrafast optoelectronic device
optical communication. Intersubband transitions at 1.55mm,
however require very large conduction-band offset
were only recently demonstrated in the ZnSe–BeT7,8

GaN–AlN,9,10 InGaAs–AlAsSb,6,11 and the
InGaAsN–AlGaAs12 material systems.

The ability to achieve 1.55–mm intersubband transition
in the InGaAs–InAlAs/ InP material system could of
advantages over other materials systems. Because InG
AlAs is a strain-compensated extension of the techno
cally mature In0.53Ga0.47As–In0.52Al0.48As materials system
it is being actively developed for high-performance inters
band devicessboth lasers and detectorsd operating in the
mid-infrared spectrum.13–16 In particular, progress towa
short wavelengths using InGaAs–AlAs–InAlAs stra
compensated heterostructures with the average lattice
stant that of InP has been reported by sev
groups.13,14,16–18Smetet al.18 have reported 1.55–mm inter-
subband transitions for three-monolayersML d -thick InGaAs
quantum wellsQWd with AlAs barriers. This result, howeve
is difficult to reproduce. Georgievet al.14 have demonstrate
intersubband transitions as short as 1.72mm for six-ML
thick In0.70Ga0.30As single QWs with composi
In0.55Al0.45As–AlAs barriers, consistent with the results
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Ref. 17. In the case of single QWs, however, the use of
widths narrower than six ML results only in a decreas
absorption amplitude and not in shorter-wavelength ab
tion. An important issue in such structures is the strain c
pensation because the local tensile strain of AlAs barrie
difficult to compensate when the compressively stra
wells are too thin.

In this paper we describe an approach for enginee
short-wavelength intersubband transitions in cou
In0.70Ga0.30As–AlAs–In0.55Al0.45As double quantum wel
sDQWsd. One significant advantage of this design stra
compared to single-well approaches is the ease of s
compensation due to the increased thickness of
sIn,GadAs.

II. DESIGN STRATEGY

Figure 1 depicts the conduction band edgeEc and the
calculated probability function for confined electro
states14,15 in a representative DQW sample. The arrows
Fig. 1 indicate the intersubband transitions to be consid

FIG. 1. Illustration of strain-compensated In0.70Ga0.30As/AlAs/
In0.55Al0.45As DQW conduction-band profileEc, with square moduli of th
wave functions ofsj =1, 2, 3, and 4d, states localized in In0.70Ga0.30As. The
dashed line represents the Fermi energyEF. The arrows indicate the ind

vidual intersubband transitions to be considered.
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The highest-energy transitions are 2–4 and 1–4, the p
candidates for reaching the 1.55-mm absorption band.

Besides controlling the absorption transition energy,
structure must also be designed to achieve an adequa
sorption coefficient for the transition. The peak absorp
coefficient per two-dimensional layer for a given transitio
T=0 K is given19 by

ai,j =
nse

2"

2«0chmeG
f i,j , s1d

wherens is a two-dimensional carrier density,h is the refrac
tive index, me is an electron effective mass,G is the line
broadening, andf i,j is the oscillator strength20 for the
transition.

Figure 2 illustrates the dependence of both oscill
strength and transition energy on the widths of the two q
tum wells in the DQW structure, calculated within
effective-mass approximation. Either the 1–4 or the 2–4
sition can be optimized in terms of both transition energy
oscillator strength for certain well widths; the optimal ran
of well width are, however, very different for the two tra
sitions: sid Because the 1–4 transition takes place betw
energy levels primarily located in different wells, it is nec
sary that the wells be as similar as possible to promote
ing of the states between the wells in order to maximize
spatial overlap of the envelope wave functions. Thus the
transition is optimized for similar well widths, both sma
sii d On the other hand, because the 2–4 transition takes
between states both nominally located in the narrow well
oscillator strength of the 2–4 transition is maximized w
very different wide well and narrow well widths.sIn a totally

FIG. 2. Map of the oscillator strengthsgray scale contoursd and transition
energiessdashed line contoursd for intersubband transitions 1–4fpanelsadg
and 2–4fpanelsbdg over the field of the two well width parameters. Lo
tions of the grown samples on the map are indicated by the open squ
symmetric structure, including identical barriers, the 2–4
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transition is forbidden.d The optimized asymmetric design
for a very small narrow well width with a larger wide w
width.

Thus, calculations show that either a symmetric o
asymmetric DQW design can lead to a high-energy inter
band transition with acceptable oscillator strength.
asymmetric design has an additional advantage that it a
more flexibility for strain balancing because the width of
thicker well is relatively unimportant in determining the tr
sition energy. Therefore, using the asymmetric design
scribed above, the 2–4 transition energy together wit
oscillator strength can be controlled primarily based on
narrow well and the strain balancing through the wider w

III. EXPERIMENTAL AND DISCUSSION

To investigate the effect of the widths of the two qu
tum wells on the transition energies and oscillator stren
for both the 1–4 and the 2–4 transitions, a series of struc
was prepared in which these widths are individually var

The structures investigated here were grown using
source molecular-beam epitaxy on a slightly compress
strained In0.55Al0.45As buffer on low-dopedn-type InP:Sn o
semi-insulating InP:Fe substrates. Typical growth condit
and characterization are described elsewhere.14

The heterostructures consist of 30 peri
of AlAs–In0.70Ga0.30As–AlAs–In0.70Ga0.30As–AlAs s1.5/
LWW/0.9/LNW/0.9 nmd DQWs, each period separated by
nm of In0.55Al0.45As . The widths of the narrower QWsNWd
LNW, of the wider QWsWWd LWW, and doping level in th
wells are listed for all samples in Table I. For all the sam
doping is high enough that two lowest states, 1 and 2
populated atT=0 K.

We first consider a sequence of structures with sim
doping and the sameLWW, but LNW is varied. The mid
infrared absorption in samples A28, A26, and A24 is
picted in Fig. 3. In all three samples, the energetic positio
the strongest 1–3 transitions3.1 mmd is very similar becaus
both states 1 and 3 are mostly localized in the 3.2–nm
sWWd. The primary effect of varying the narrower Q
width sLNWd is on the energies of states 2 and 4 bec
these states are mostly localized in the narrower well.
sequently, reducing the width of the narrower well caus
redshift of the 2–3 and a blueshift of 2–4 and 1–4 transiti
These trends are in broad agreement with the calculated
sition energies, allowing a relatively reliable identification
the experimentally observed absorption peakssFig. 3d. The
energies of all experimentally observed transitions are,
ever, somewhat lower than their calculated values. This
crepancy can be attributed to possible grading of

14

.

TABLE I. Sample parameters.

No. A28 A26 A24 A24–6

LNWsnmd 2.8 2.6 2.4 2.4
LWWsnmd 3.2 3.2 3.2 2.6
nQWscm−3d 1.131019 1.131019 1.131019 0.931019
heterointerface, slight deviation of the sample parameters
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from the nominal values, as well as to the simplified tr
ment of the nonparabolicity of the conduction band in
calculations.14,15

In the case of A24, the shoulder of the absorption b
attributed to the overlaping 2–4 and 1–4 transitions ext
beyond 800 meV.

Comparing the line shape of different absorption pe
sFig. 3d, we see that high-energy transitions are alw
broader than low-energy transitions. This difference is du
the subband dependence on the nonparabolicity of the e
dispersionEc

i skd. The absorption line broadening due to
combined non-parabolicity scales with subband separat21

This effect is exacerbated in our samples because of the
doping level and its consequent range of populated sta
k space. Further, as noted above, the measured abso
peak energies are smaller than the calculated energy d
ences between the subbands involved in the transitions
difference is about 10% for the 2–4 transitions and a
20% for the 1–4 transitions. Because subband 1 lies low
energy than does subband 2, the Fermi momentumkF is
larger. For this reason, the 1–4 transitions are expected
broader than the 2–4 transitions and also, because o
nonparabolicity, to redshift the absorption peak from the
culated energy difference. The resulting broadening
tends to obscure high-energy transitions, even with larg
cillator strength.

FIG. 3. Room-temperature intersubband absorption spectra of sample
A26, and A28. The same set of transitions, 1–2, 2–3, 1–3, and 2–
observed here for all the three samples. The observed energy shi
consistent with the variation of the width of the narrow well. The ver
arrows indicate the individual absorption peaks. Transitions 2–4 and 1–
not resolved due to broadening. The three curves are shown with an
for clarity, with the zero level for each curve indicated with the thin h
zontal lines.
Figure 4 compares the room-temperature intersubban
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absorption spectra of samples A24–6 and A24. Referrin
Fig. 2 and Table I, samples A24 and A24–6 should be g
candidates for achieving strong, short-wavelength ab
tions based on the 2–4 and 1–4 transitions, respectivel
deed, we do obtain relatively strong 2–4 and 1–4 absor
peaks, but centered at 730 meV or 1.7mm. Because the a
sorption peaks are relatively broadsas discussed above,
the same reason that they are redshiftedd, the absorption als
extends to 800 meVs1.55mmd. As discussed in Sec. II, bo
approaches—optimizing the 2–4 transition in the asymm
sample A24 or optimizing the 1–4 transition in more s
metric sample A24-6—lead to comparable results in term
achieving strong intersubband transitions with relatively
energy.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing, we describe a design strategy for s
wavelength intersubband absorption based on double
tum wells in the strain-compensated AlAs–In0.70Ga0.30As
system and the conditions for short-wavelength absor
with large oscillator strength. Calculations indicate that
strong intersubband transitions based on the 1–4 trans
the narrow and wide wells should be similar in width, wh
for the 2–4 transitions, a greater difference in widths is
essary. The samples prepared using this design to opt
either the 1–4 or 2–4 transition strength are shown to
absorption peaks centered at 1.7mm and strong shor
wavelength absorption out to 1.55mm.
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